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WHEN, however, we ask why the exis
tence of one-half the species should be merely
ancillary to that of the other; why each woman
should be a mere appendage to a man, allowed
to have no interestes of her own, that there
may be nothing to compete in her mind with
his interests and his pleasure - the only
reason which can be given is. that men like it.
It is agreeable to them that men should
live for their own sake, women for the
sake of men; and the qualities and conduct
in subjects which are agreeable t9 rulers,
they succeed for a long time in making the
subjects themselves consider their approp
riate virtues.
(Men) have now scarcely any tastes but those
which they have in common with women. And,
for the first time in the history of the world,
men and women are really companions. A
most beneficial change, if the companionship were between equals; but, being between
unequals, it produces what good observers
have noticed, though without perceiving its
cause - a progressive deterioration among
men in what had hitherto been considered
the masculine excellences. Those who are
so careful that women should not become
men do not see that men are becoming what
they have decided that women should be are falling into the feebleness which they
have so long cultivated in their companions.
In the present close association between
the sexes, men cannot retain manliness
unless women acquire it.

From On the Emancipation of Women,
by J.'S. Mill, written
at the start of
the suffrage movement in the U.S.:
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PROFILES
FEMALE LIBERATION: office at 371
Somerville Ave (off Union Square) in Somerville. Phone 666-8916. Weekly discussion meetings (call office for time &
place)are open to all women. Feminist
study groups; Marxist study groups; and
self-defense (Karate) classes. The office
is open weekdays 9:30 to 5:00 (weekends
by request) for women to meet, talk and
read literature.
,
Karate: A class for females is being
held 2 times a week ( + mixed classes on
Saturdays) at the New England Tae Kwon
Do Assoc. at I I I 2 Boylston Street, Boston.
For further information call 267-3555
or Jayne West, 491-0748. Demonstra·
tions at colleges, high schools, etc., and
workshops on self-defense can be arranged
through Jayne West, Jeanne Lafferty,
Evelyn Clark or Delphine Welch. Call the
Tae Kwon Do or Female Liberation office.

IF YOU ARE NEW TO WOMEN'S
LIBERATION, we have tried to list in this
newsletter all the groups which you could
possibly contact. However, we understand
that many women outside the Boston area,
and outside university communities, still
need a group to which they can belong and
within which to work out solutions to their
problems. Further, most women's groups
now in existence consist mainly of young
women.
So we would advise you to form your
own groups, getting together, perhaps, with
friends or neighbors or members of a group
to which you already, for some other purpose, belong. Women' s Liberation is not
just the already organizaed groups, but is
every woman, or group of women, who determines that the dissatisfactions of her life
are not her own, personal, problem, much
less all her own, personal, fault, but something inherant in the society and in her upbringing, something which can only be
changed by the force of an enlightened group
of women, that is, politically.
We offer this description of such a
small group as it operates, from RAT, an

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTSCHAPTER
OF N.O.W. (National Organization of
Women). is organized into several task
forces:

Task Force on Day Care: planning its own
day care center. Muriel Sugarman 232-5861,
or Carol Nadelson, 566-5890

Task Force on Academic Opportunity
Instrumental in bringing up an investigator
from H.E.W. to look into Harvard '.s discriminatory practices as a federal contractor. Linda Christian, 969-2741, or
Bert Benjamin, 489-2414.

Task Force on Abortion Law Re-peal:
Working with MORAL,newly formed
statewide group to work on repeal legislation for next year. Joel Greenberg is
filing his repeal bill. Group also plans a
'foam-in' on Boston Common Aug.26,
National Women's Strike Day.
Ellen Saunders, 783-0256

Task Force on Women in the Media:
BREAD AND ROSES', a socialist
women's organization, is presently located
at 595 Mass. Ave, (at Central Square) in
Cambridge, but will be moving soon, probably to the Old Cambridge Baptist Church,
TISI Mass Ave. Office phone: 492-4130.
Orientation meetings are held at the
Church 7:30 pm every Thursday. Call
Marie, 876-8658 for information.
All Bread & Roses members are in
collectives, small groups of 6 to IO women
who meet regularly to discuss personal problems and political ideas. If you would like
to be in a collective, call Jean, 876-2320.
Their newsletter comes out bi-weekly.
Bread & Roses is planning a free school
for the summer. Courses will include karate
lessons and a course in auto mechanics given
by women. For information call the office.
A course on Women & their Bodies is
being held every Monday night at 7:30. For
more info., call 275-7249.
FEDERALLY EMPLOYED WOMEN:
a national organization fighting for equal
employment opportunities for women
government employees, holds open meetings in Boston every month. Ronya Schaab
will address the group in May , with a talk
on the current role of women. For more
information call Mary Leyden, president,
475-8330, ext. 263, days, or Dorothy
Amdur, program chairman L06-6189.

Pressuring advertisers and newspapers.,
writing article for Ad Age. Eva Kashke.,
332-7276,or Carol Kandall, 244-9555
Legal Task Force is organizing testimony for hearings of Equal Rights Amendment in D.C. May 5-7. Preparing pamphlet
on discriminatory Mass. Laws. Brenda Fasteau
for E.R.A.,864-1070. Kit Campbell,
876-6671,on pamphlet.
Task Force on Women and Organized

Religion

*

Has hour skit,depicting problems of
women in theological school. available
for church groups. Working with Catholic
Coalition of Women's Groups on discrimination in churches. Sue Nevius,522-2002

FIRST AID COl JRSE FOR WOMEN
inc. under riot conditions. Everything
from sprained ankles to tear gas effects.
Given by Gloria Belanger, 1-453-4188,
who was trained in Air Force for war
conditions. Five lessons; demonstrations,
rapping. You can also leave name with
Elisa, 332-8872.

Task Force on Membership and Finance:
Looking for fund-raising ideas.
Bill Salvo, 254-8847
N.O.W. President (Boston)Jane Pollack,
237-9766: V.P. & Publicity Nancy
Vaillant,868-ll48; Office-492-5533
MEDIA WOMEN OF BOSTON are getting
their thing together. Women from publishing houses, magazines, newspapers, and TV
stations are meeting to discuss media oppression of women: how to fight it, and how
to deal with their own cases of job discrimination with mutual support.
If you are connected with any part of
the media (radio people, we need you!) call
D. Gerrity {Atlantic Monthly) 536-9500, or
Sue Crowell (Houghton-Mifflin) 423-5725.

For Women in Bread & Roses: It has
become more apparent lately that many
women in the organization dont come to
the big meetings as frequently, or leave
early; many are puzzled as to the specific
relationship of their collectives to the
larger group. We would like to think of
ways to deal with this situation. If your
collective has similar feelings, discuss it
and write up your conclusions. Send
papers to Collective No. 9. c/o Kris
Rosenthal, 321 Huron Ave/, Cambridge.
Collective 9 will look over all papers they
receive, and then call a meeting to discuss
ideas for chanl(e.

underground newspaper in New York, which
was recently taken over by a collective of
women:

The content of the meetings is whatever the women are troubled by. One
woman's oppression seems just the isolated
experience of her life - they make her quiet,
they make her dumb, they make her angry.
they make her crazy. Whatever. Perhaps
her !ife story isn't really much sadder than
her brother's or her boyfriend's or her
husband's story. But the thing is, her life
story has not been isolated incidents;
because when she taDcs with other women
they all realize that thier oppression was
decreed from birth. That their lives are
determined by a history and institutions
and patterns in this society which exist to
hold them in bondage. That they are not
isolated and that they and their sisters had
no choices. This is a condition that inspires
- nece'5:sitates - revolution.. and there(ore
women must and will talk to each other,
will define the sources of their oppression,
will develop and struggle and work toward a
committment to change so massive it will
free them. And thus they begin talking
about where it 's at in their lives.

CLASS: The Boston Center for Adult
Education, 5 Commonwealth Ave., begins
a course on "Women - Her 1970 Image
and Identity" on June 9th. Ramona
Barth will lead the 10-week instruction.
Call the Center, 267-4430 for details.

· IF YOU MUST contnlmte to tne capitalist economy, and like Renaults, support
Arlene Remington at Diamond Renault
Motors, Boyleston St., Boston. Arlene,
a salesman at this firm, was hired to .sell
family cars, but received a very hostile
reception from her fellow salesmen. She
went to NOW for support , and this succeeded in changint the atmosphere where she
worked. She is now a member of NOW.
We don't have to struggle alone. Sisterhood is powerful.

MEDIA SHOW' slides, tapes, commentary
on women's oppression and liberation, will
be available after June 22 for use at meetings,
.ichools, etc. Call Janet at 731-2629. Show
is 40 minutes long.
Al11>, if you have access to loan of a
slide projector or tape-recorder, the media
show needs new ones for the summer.

~

INVADElHFAilR
SHCMING SKIN FlJCS

On Wednesday, April 29, a group of
about 25 women charged into the Orson
Welles theater in Cambridge, which was showing a series of skin flies. The theater had
used, without permission, the names of several women's liberation groups in advertising for the film, so many women in the
audience had thought that the films were
sponsored by these groups. The women who
;tormed the theater demanded that women
be allowed in free, and then attempted to
block the projector. The films were finally
shut off for half an hour so the women
could talk about how these films degrade
and exploit women.; others leafleted outside. Several men & a number of women in
the audience supported the protestors, and
management agreed to make clear that the
films were not a benefit for any women's
grouo.

POEM

WANTS & PERSONALS
Pat Arnold, 666-4509, is teaching a course on "Women as a
Minority Group" at Tufts Experimental College, and would lilce to
contact other women teaching
similar courses.
Mattson Academy of Karate, Government Center, wants students. $15 per
month, contact Charlyn, 876-7162.
Brandeis women want to announce
formation of women's groups.
Address inquiries to Susan or Diane,
891-1756, 891-5717.
Jn Hartford, Conn., a group is f orming
near the Hartford Seminary, want
inquiries, 203-233-9145.

Female with 18-mo. old daughter
wishes to spend all or pt. of summer
with radical people in Cambridge. Need
very cheap accommodations in or out
of commune, pref er somewhere with
children. Contact R 'M' Whalley, 452
Ringwood Rd, R.F.D. 2, Freeville, N. Y.
Couple looking for 8-10 people to live
collectively in Boston area. I mportant
that all be willing to deal with womens
oppression & male supremacy. Call
Judi or Howie, 783-3175.
3 women from Chicago Women 's L iberation need apartment f or summer
starting mid-June; also job info. Write
Nancy Staisey, 726 University, E vanston, fll. 6020L

Group forming in New Bedford- Fall
River area wants members. Call Betty
636-4967, or write P'O' Box 282,
Westport Pt., Mass. 02 791.

Women in Worcester want to contact
any groups in that area. Write Frances
Martin, 135 Chandler St., Worcester.

Patricia Conant wants to contact
people in Springfield, Nor~hampton,
Amherst area interested in forming
a group. Send inquiries via Newsletter.

A nyone interested in joining or help ing to organize a group in the Marlboro
area please call Debby (485-5135) or
Loretta ( 48/-1369) Suggestions welcome.

Local womens group wants artic les,
poems, fiction for a low-budget journal which will hopefully be produced
by FalL Call 646-0418 f or information
and address for manuscripts.

Young woman, expecting child in 4
mos. , wants to get in touch with a woman's
commune, or help form one. Call Margy
?r Jan, 868-5180.

Lesbians who want to talk about gay
womens liberation, call Mary at

"PROBLEM PREGNANCIES "
Clergy Consultation Service, 527-7188
Medical Committee for Human Rights,
734-MCHR

731-26.2.S>
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The Newsletter is open to you. Articles, poetry and letters are welcome.
There are always alternative viewpoints on women's issues, inside
the Movement and out, and we hope to use this newsletter as an open forum .

Perhaps it will be me.

There is no editor, permanent staff or single viewpoint (this editorial
is being typed by one woman under lively harassment from two others)
and we come from all groups in the city, or are independent. We invite
responses to all articles and editorials. Feel free to disagree. We women
have long been very good at keeping our ideas and feelings to ourselves;
but that has become a luxury we can no longer afford.

STATISTIC
1967 Metropolitan area
White male Black male
White female
Black female

The Newsletter is expanding. Along with notices and poetry, we are
including articles, reviews of books and plays pertinent to women,
and editorials.

edian incomes:

$7 ,2
5 ,17
4,1
3 ,02

If you are interested in helping with the newsletter in any way, call:
Beth: 254-5639 (nite); Lannie 646-0418; Ann, 742-2100 x 309 (days)
Diana. 536-9500 x 61 (days), Liz, 876-1286.
To get on our mailing list, write Newsletter, Box 11 6, Cambridge 02138.
If you can distribute more copies, teU us. Include your zip cede.
The wants column is free. So, thus far, is the Newsletter.

WOMEN A MARGINA
WORK FORCE? ........ .
In 1964, 70% of workinl women were
supporting themselves others, or
had husbands who earn d less than $5,000.

t

FEMINISM - New Yo
August 28 - 30, 1970 ___._ _
will be held in commem
the 50th anniversary of
Amendment by Human · ts for
Women, Inc. Suggestion
agenda are welcomed. W~te to
Human Rights for Wome
P'.O. Box 7402
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, D.C. 20044

MEN'S LIBERATION
Several men' s groups have been
starting in the Boston area. The group I
know is composed of single, married and
divorced men, with and without children, and they are discussing th e problems
their sex role imposes on them. The initial
difficulty, they felt, was the competitive
conditioning created by society which prevents men from revealing anything more
personal than their opinions about beer
and baseball to one another. In relation
to the opposite sex, and particularly in
relation to Women's Liberation, they found
the idea of being dealt with as oppressors
very unnerving.
No doubt one of the reasons men have
assumed such a defensive stance towards
Women's Liberation is that it creates a oneway dynamic, with women initiating the

new ideas, and demanding that men adjust
to them. If men can develop some of thier
own insights on the problems we have been
discussing in their own groups, perhaps some
of this defensiveness will be dispelled. Hopefully, communication instead of confrontation will start to happen.
Certainly men's groups have other values
besides making our communication with
them less difficult. They have discussed topics
we all find fam iliar: children, marriage,
heterosexuality, homsexuality , ho usework,
social change. Discussing these issues with
one's own sex seems to increase the general perspective of both the individual and
the group, and this enlarged viewpoint in
itself would seem to be the primary goal
of any liberation gathering.
For information, call Louis Cutrona,
868-0997; or Frank Frazier, 868-2023.

W:
" ..whether you work for Metropolitan Life or
Pope Paul, it's the same old crap. Proximity is
not greatness. It only seems exciting at the
beginning, and then you begin to feel cheated
(in a literal sense too, since 'glamour jobs'
pay much Jess) .....
Madeline Belkin, former secretary,
in Up From Under magazine.

THOUGHTS ON PASSING MANY NEWSSTANDS: ............................................... .
''Men do; Women are" w goes the myth.
We have been prevented from doing for many
reasons and encouraged to 'be' for the same.
While "being" to the Thomis t incorporates
the ultimate and greatest nature, the concept undergoes a savage twist when applied
to women. For us, "to be" means to be a
MZcuum, a sponge. A study of the fashion
industry and its ubiquitous lackey, the fashiori
magazine, reveals one reason and method
for perpetuating this conveniently inclusive
definition of women as those who be - and
in this instance, to be means to be beautiful
The fashion industry (let's not forget
to include cosmetics and '1eminine hygiene"
products) controls the fashion magazine for
one simple reawn: the magazine cannot
survive without advertising income and it
must do whatever is called for to maintain
this source of funds. This is the large-as-life
fact behind such legerdemain feats as extolling the virtues of the no-bra-bra. Wayward
readers cannot be encouraged to go braless
because the bra manufacturers would remov1.
advertising from the mfll{azine.
Fashion magazines, then, serve as the
middlemen between the manufacturers and
us, the women consumers. Our exposure
begiJls at the impressionable age of puberty.
We eagerly slap down our subscription rate
for the colorful, groovy privilege of being
given our identity by parasitic capitalists.
Beauty is the be-all The publications not
only reinforce the myth, they show us how
to con[orm to it, bless them. Beauty comes
with Max Factor lipsticks, powders, H!lnes
stockings, and whatever else is ciurentlv
being promoted.
So we end up being defined not by
what we do, but by what we have. We are
what we have. We are what we swallow. We
are hair by Kenneth, face by Elizabeth Arden,
figure by Artemis and Youthcraft, feet by
L Miller. And if we can't manage the products
or any part of the image, we are burdened
with guilt and feelings of inferiority.
Death to Glamour, Mademoiselle,
lngenue, Vogue and all the smiling cover
faces. No artifice necessary. No artificial
stimulants necessary. Somebody else can
print the articles. When we stop buying,
we begin doing.

Women against Fashion Intimidation have
petitions to be presented to Boston department stcres. Contact Barbara Brandt 347
Beacon St., Somerville. 876-6749. '

The Happy Ending, a film
dealing with women's oppression in the
marriage structure of our culture, was recommended by many women's liberationists for
its accuracy and perception. But the picture
was given generally bad reviews by critics
and drew little popular response. It ran
only two weeks at Boston's PiAlly Cinema
and gave the Columbus Theater its worst
bos office returns in years. All this despite
the movie's Academy Award nominations
But the adverse reception given this .
movie bears out our contention that women's problems are usually ignored or misconstrued. Most reviewers said the ftlm
depicted just a neurotic housewife abdicating her womanly existence by c~ing
spells and pills and alcohol, in the midst
of family tranquillity. Even the heroine's
mother, after the heroine has returned from
a spo~taneous vacation from her family,
exclauns that there is nothing wrong: "What
has he done? It isn't as if he had cheated
or beaten you, or..."etc.
'
Perhaps this is part of the problem:
it is so difficult to define its cause. The
fact remains that the woman in the course
of marriage,for seemingly no reason, became
so shattered that she attempted suicide, and
finally had to adopt a separate existence, in
order to save her sanity and her life. This
was the true "happy ending" . Not the illussive "happily-ever-after" cruelly promised
by diamond ads and maudlin songs not that
lie which breaks so many women w'hen they
learn, after shaping their whole existence to
its realization, that it doesn't exist.
So perhaps people do patronize movies for excapism, and this one was depressing
(but isnt a life like that even more so!).
Maybe women are afraid to confront a
depiction of what their own liws are_
Maybe people are only interested in seeing
~om~n. displayed as cute sex playthings, or
1dealist1c models or "bitches" and not human
b~ings with social problems they are struggling to overcome.
But judge for yourself. See 'The
Happy Ending' when it appears at neighborhood the~ters. It may be the beginning
of mass media work which realistically deals
with the problems of women.
-

Beth Antemi

So~

From The Pursuit of Lonliness, by Philip Slater.
Beacon Press, 1970.:

boob ofinterat. •'P'dally to thme new to the

Wa ens Movement

A Vindiaition of the Rights of Women, by Mary Wollstonecraft.
(1792) A paaionate and beautiful book by one of the first
feminists.. Paper.
The Sec(Jnd Sex. by Simone de Beauvoir. Sometimes wordy but
often brilliant analysis of the female role & how it messes up
women from cradle to grave. Paper.
The Feminine Mystique, by Betty Frieden. Examination of the
condition of American women by the founder ofN.O.W. Paper.
Born Female, by Caroline Bird. A non-radical, but angry
account of the present job situation for women in U.S. today.
Very useful for statistics, when you need them. Paper.
The Love Fnzud, by Edith de Rham (1965). Conventional book,
but interesting examination of the current myths of femininity.
Has good bibliography. Paper.
Source Library of the Women's Movement, Source Book Press,
185 Madison Avenue, New York 10016. have just announced publication of 63 volumes ( 40 titles) of reprints of important texts
in the history of the women's movement. The total price for all
63 books is $850. No volume costs less than $6 & some as much
as $26. The prices per vol. are far above the usual hardback price
($6 for a 94 page book) , and we feel , considering the importance
of these books to a growing movement, and the process which
are available for reprinting old texts, that this series is just too
damned expensive. We urge you to write the publishers and demand an explanation.

A~ Qiery About 'Radical'
Worren and Their 5s1ln in

1re M:9a
As pressure against the sexist media
increases, it' is becoming evident that there
must be more communication between women
on both sides - those attacking the media
from without, and the ones working against
it from the inside. So far, radical groups
have protested news establishments like the
Boston Globe without any real contact with
the female staff. This not only ignores the
favorable reporting (Diane White's series on
WLM), the feminist thinking and editorializing being done (Ellen Goodman's pungent article "Keep Her Chained-to a Tranquilizer"), it implies a blithe disregard by
one cadre of women for their sisters.
The socialist perspective of the protest (which maintained that it was pointless
to speak to the professional women: not
really oppressed workers, as the secretaries
were) was one official reason. Comments
after the fact ranged from "Lack of time"

" ...Thus when a man asks a woman if she wants
a career, it is intimidating. He is saying, are
you willing to suppress half of your being as I
am, neglect your family as I do, exploit personal
relationships as I do, renounce all personal
spontaneity as I do? Naturally, she shudders
a bit and shuffles back into the broom closet.
She even feels a little sorry for him, and bewails
the unkind fate that has forced him against his
will to become such a d~spicable creature .......
A more effective (revolutionary, confronting) response would be to admit that a 'career'
thus defined, is indeed undesirable - that (now
that you mention it) it seems like a pernicious
activity for any human being to engage in, and
should be eschewed by both men and women.
Of course she doesnt want a 'career', nor do
most humans, with the exception of a few
males crazed, by childhood deprivation or
Oedipal titillation, with insatiable desires for
fame, power or wealth. What she wants is a
mainingful and stimt•lating activity, excit~ment,
challange, social satisfactions - all the things
that middle-class males get from their jobs
whether they are defined as 'careers' or not.
Rarely is she willing, however, to pay
the price that masculine narcissism seduces
men into paying in our society. She therefore accepts the definition of herself as the
inferior sex, instead of adopting the revolutionary stance of the black militant (" black is
beautiful") and saying, "My unwillingness
to sacrifice a host of human values to my
personal narcissism and self-aggrandizement
makes me the superior sex." Such a stance
would in fact liberate both sexes: women
would be freed from the suffocating stagnation
of the artificial domestic role in which they have
been imprisoned; men would be liberated from
their enslavement to the empty promise (ever
receding, always redefined as just out of reach,
and unsatisfying even when grasped) of "success".

(organization) to "we just didn't think of
it" , or, ''we did talk to some people during
the protest". Frankly, it left the newswomen puzzled. They didn't understand
why they were being ignored. And irritated:
"Don't they think we have any ideas about
women's oppression?" "Dammit, if only
they'd done their homework (on the Globe)
or asked some of us for facts- it could have
had a lot more impact." As it was, 'radical'
women themselves admitted disappointment
about the affair.
When can we begin to see that all
women are oppressed, regardless of their
place in the social hierarchy? As it stands,
Bread & Roses' interpretation of socialist
thought (admittedly not consistent throughout the group) ignores the need for a fundamentaly feminist movement. This is denying the reality that women in the professions are growing, maturing politically,
even becoming radicalized~ and is a tactic
that can only further divide women.
-Rowan (D.G.)
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